
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
IN CREATIVE WRITING

A FIRST OF ITS KIND
OFFERED 100% ONLINE

While there are more than two hundred MFA programs in the United States, the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing 
at the University of St. Thomas is the only one committed expressly to a renewal of the craft of literature within the 
cosmic scope, long memory, and expansive vision of the Catholic literary and intellectual tradition.  With Virgil, Dante, 
and Flannery O’Connor for guides, we aim to enter into that tradition and to shape its future.  Additionally, the MFA in 
Creative writing at UST is the most affordable program of its kind in the country.

Students will complete three semesters of workshops in their chosen genre (poetry or fiction) and a thesis, while taking 
exciting, well-integrated seminars in subjects directly related to their work as writers. 

The MFA in Creative Writing seeks to transform the life and spirit of contemporary literature.  This program is committed 
to the renewal of serious craft in contemporary literature and the continued revival of the Catholic literary and 
intellectual tradition.

Additional program highlights include:

 • Flexible Online Courses: 30 credits in 2 years (2 courses per semester, five semesters)
 • Prepares graduates for a career in Writing, Editing, Publishing or Teaching at the collegiate or high school level
 • Meet and learn from accomplished writers, editors, and publishers
 • Bring your poetry collection, short stories, or novel to full realization
 • Experience lively and lasting friendships founded in the shared pursuit of beauty that is truthful and truth that is beautiful
 • Investigate the fundamental questions concerning art and beauty
 • Participate in the Catholic literary tradition and join others in the making of a renaissance of contemporary letters

StThom.edu/MFACreativeWriting
For more information, contact UST’s Graduate Student Success Center

at 713-525-3817 or gradadmissions@stthom.edu


